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Sept 10, 2019 Little Dungeon Stories is a challenge game which needs keen attention to detail. To successfully finish it you need
to save all characters and survive more than 50 level of perils. Little Dungeon Stories features: - High playability - easy to learn,
challenging to master - Fast game speed - loading time 0:10 seconds - Full strategy to the game - Each game has different
adventure path, unique map, monsters and level system. - Due to the colorful mechanics of the game we have decided to
develop a cartoon style where monsters are the characters. I hope you enjoy playing the game! How to play: - Select your one of
the four characters. - Click on the card to attack, use items and cut scene. - There are four characters with 3 different stats in
your starting pack. - After 3 levels you will have another three characters. - In every level you will face 10 different monsters
with different abilities. - Depending on the level you will meet different types of traps, such as - fire - sleeping gas - poison etc.
- Monsters will not necessarily be a match for the 3 characters, - starting characters have a high hit point and can easily beat
level one monsters. The game includes the following characters: - Ice Monkey - Nibbles - Piquet - Pencil The game also
includes two cards representing stats which serve as Save Points. Nearest towns (dungeon and item locations): - 1 card for 1
dungeon. - 2 cards for 2 dungeon. - 4 cards for 4 dungeon. - 8 cards for 8 dungeon. - The location of dungeons are randomized. -
Each character has a different loot as expected. - The cards with numbers on them will be available for purchase. - Purchasable
cards will appear in the top left corner of the screen, - there will be 24 different levels with treasure chest in each dungeon. -
You can use the items in each treasure chest to upgrade your characters. - You can use stat boosts to your stats points in your
characters when you upgrade them. - When you have filled your health points, you can buy a potion to regain health. The Best
Strategy: - The potions and health or health points can be used to get over the obstacles or fight against the monster. - You can
use the three characters to beat the 7 dungeon. - You will
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